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This is the book that Bobbi Brown's fans have been looking forward to: her 25-plus years of
makeup styling experience distilled into one complete, gorgeous book. Plus, Bobbi looks
beyond the facial skin with useful chapters on "Hands and Foot" and "Body Skin Care.Bobbi
looks at everything from skincare basics to every part of facial makeup-from where to find the
right color and type of foundation for any skin tone to how exactly to apply every details of
eye make-up (Brows, Eye Liner, Eyes Shadow, and Eyesight Lashes) no matter your eyes color
and shape. Plus, there's a groundbreaking portion of the book that will be of special interest to
women who've wanted to know how make-up stylists do what they perform: the very best
beauty secrets only these artists know, important equipment to keep on hands, how to break
into the business, and how to use photographers and superstars."Each chapter offers
thorough step-by-step basic directions for makeup program and easy-to-follow photographs
and series drawings, along with Bobbi's expert, yet assuring, advice.Breathtaking photos of the
completed faces-from everyday appears to exotic runway style-along with advice on putting
everything together for every woman, get this to a book like no other.
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Makeup Manuel is great Superb book, this book in my opinion is among the best 5 Make-up
Book Bibles for Beginners. This reserve has everything for beginners like me to follow, From
Make-up equipment to all forms of skin care. Bobbi Brown did an excellent job in showing
varied women of all races & The initial make-up reserve I purchased Producing Faces by
Aucoin, Kevyn got me completely lost. As I said before IIIII LOOOOOOVE It all. I used to use
just lipstick when I was younger. There are guidelines on how to placed on blush on the
cheeks, how exactly to put base on the facial skin, how to put on lip stay on the lips, how
exactly to put on make-up on for eyes, from asian eye to smokey eyes and countless other
steps for other applications of makeup done to the face. I am in my thirties and got a whole lot
of good tips out of this book. So this book has something for everybody who are into makeup
whether a beginner or a specialist makeup artist. Lastly this book is a exemplory case of a
timeless book you can generally refer back to and keep in your makeup reserve collection
years from today. I would suggest this book to all beginners, the best of all bobbi browns
books for me, and its value the money. There are several sections regarding the make-up
business which I'm assuming was for the pro's however, not enough "INSIDER" information
was given to create it worthy of buying for the pro. I recommend this book for anyone who
needs to find out more about make up! The title says (FOR EVERYONE FROM Newbie TO
PRO) and this is simply incorrect. ethnicities on what looks good on the skin tone which I really
like as a black woman. This books breaks things into digestible sections and I feel like for
newbies this book will complement way so far as shelf lifestyle. I also learned the need for
finding the right concealer, the tricks to putting it on, and how to place it.This is simply not a
more advanced make-up book but for it was worth it! I spent a huge amount of money over
the years attempting to find the right foundation!I became popular an additional point as the
name is misleading.. But I don`t really feel like it taught . Is it worth it (Make-up Book Edition) I
will start off by saying that, We am just now getting into make-up which book is amazing.I'm
just going to become honest and state I really like this book even with its lacking sections and
learned so very much from it-with that said if you have the basics down, how to apply
concealer,foundation,lipstick,lip linear and know your way around different make-up types
and brushes, you should most likely skip this reserve. Where was the contouring and
highlighting?! Right now I know the right way to discover a foundation also to apply it
correctly. This book really is a great introduction to correctly applying constitute, and it's also a
terrific way to find out more advanced techniques! It has changed everything! This book is
thorough and very informative! instructions shown when it comes to make-up application on
the face.e. I would try to match my base correctly, but I usually ended up getting it either as
well light or too dark.which I believe deserves a chapter, there is a little bit about contouring
shadow on the eyes, but not the cheeks etc-For this I took off one point. I am SO thankful that I
found this publication by Bobbie Brown! This book addresses from nutrition and how exactly it
affects your skin, to locating the right foundation as well as applying concealer correctly.:)
Excellent book on the subject of the basics, and the more advanced techniques to
constitute!Cons:Some sections could use further illustration:Example a few of the eyeliner
program does not show the hands movement to get the ideal swoops but that could also just
be a practice issue. Not really for beginners This has a whole lot of good tips in it but I don’t
think it’s so much for beginners. I also got the Everything Eye: professional techniques
*Essential tools* by Bobbi Brown. Of course practice makes perfect however the basics things
such as what the different brushes are for ,Concealers,Foundation etc were explained well. It
will truly change your life! I also highly recommend this publication to anyone that would like



to learn more advanced techniques, along with learning about what it takes to become a
constitute artist. It gave her lots of info, great images, etc.!! Plus it’s pretty flimsy excellent
advice rox Útil Es un buen libro para iniciarse. I could visit a pro make-up artist disappointed in
the reserve... This book was just ok. Every makeup lover should own this reserve. But I don`t
sense like it taught me anything I did so not really already know. And so far as makup appears,
there is really only a smokey vision appear in it. The rest is just "make sure you chose your
right color" looks. As stated, it is a good book for newbies, but I think anything more then that,
it`s just ok. The images are excellent and include a number of skin tones We use this reserve
as a textbook for a make-up artistry course. Just not what I was looking for I guess. It can have
beautiful pictures though and I do love that it's very detailed. The pictures are excellent and
include a number of pores and skin tones. The publication addresses equipment, facial
features, specialty applications (i. As I've gotten older though, the little fine lines and some
redness on my cheeks possess made it necessary to begin using foundation. weddings),
essential skills and make-up applications for different professions (i.e. It was simple to use and
easy to follow.) This is an excellent resource for beginners trying out make-up and advanced
professionals seeking to master specific skills. great pictures, etc Bought this for my
granddaughter who loves makeup, and also bought a lighted vanity mirror. She adores the
manual!Definitely FIVE STARS! One of her favorite presents this year. Loved it I liked this book.
I was not used to make up and it gave me a great place to start. TV, Photography, fashion
displays, etc. I feel like it will be a great publication to provide to a teenaged gal who is first
learning about makeup and skin care. It is a little bit dated, and doesn't cover a few of the new
methods but still has good information. Good price fast shipping Three Stars this was a gift for
my granddaughter In addition there are some tips and info for makeup artist especially on the
Artistry section of the book. Good purchase!! One big matter that sets this reserve in another
level may be the step by step visual photos & I think if you are a really newbie, as in you
haven't applied makeup before , then it`s great. It’s very useful and to the idea. I will feel much
more confident knowing that I can finally walk out the entranceway each day looking my best.
Great book for anybody who loves makeup! I've tried to apply make up over the years, but I
have had trouble getting everything perfectly. Includes detailed guidelines and photos. Great
Perfect gift, got it for a friend Absolutely love this book I'm a beginner and this book is
great,extremely detailed and great illustrations.This book has made a huge difference for me
personally. Half of the book is tips on artistry and how to become a makeup artist essentially
or how to do make-up for photo shoots. So that it may be ideal for some people but isn’t
perfect for someone just attempting to find out basic makeup skills. then it`s great. Awesome
book! Thumbs up! I enjoyed the part that described what different make-up brushes are
utilized for.
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